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Written Statement action plan
Summary of Written Statement Items
Continue promoting campaigns significantly with adjustments due to unexpectedly
continuous pandemic and relevant regulations to achieve the original key aims even though
some statements and relevant policies still have to be changed to 'make real sense'.
Context:

Make campaigns still significant and easier regardless of continuous
pandemic situation.

Progress:

Cooperate or host to promote the proceeding of campaigns existing
or potential campaigns and the events related.
Following the working above and based on meetings and discussion
of Campaigns Committee, continue investigating the thoughts of
students (of different backgrounds) and the general situations of how
campaigns or events related have been going in current conditions to
make further adjustments and plans and help relevant (potential)
campaigns as well as their preparation.

Role and responsibilities
Meeting / project

Outcome for students

Spring Elections

Based on experience of Autumn Election,
continue and extend to make the main
themes and vibe of the elections highly
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related to the key statements and core aims
of the role such as 'make real changes' and
promote them.
Answer enquires related.
Hold sessions below:

Session of Campaigns Officer and EEO

Promote spreading during preparation in
advance and hold it to encourage more
engagements in both the election and
further or potential campaigns, generating
vibe with passion for campaigning.

International Session

Similarly promote spreading during
preparation in advance and hold it but
especially in term of breaking barrier
international students are most likely face to
encourage more engagements in both the
election and further or potential campaigns,
generating vibe with passion for
campaigning.

Black Voices Campaigns,
Further series of events following Black
History Month

Discussion and preparations.
Cooperating and hosting to promote the
proceeding of following series of events,
making the relevant associations continue to
run smoothly during the pandemic (to
promote further and potential campaigns).

'Reclaim the Night' (a time to show solidarity
and demand freedom from sexual violence,
assault and all forms of harassment.)

Getting involved in relevant events and
helping including the completement of the
promoting video

Events hosted by Disabled Students Officer,
Education Officer, LGBTQ+ Officer and Ethical
and Environmental Officer

Promote (potential) campaigns related and
cooperation to help.

Preparing for Climate Emergency Campaign

Getting involved in relevant events and
helping including preparing for the
completement of the promoting video

Ideas and policy
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Key Idea / policy

Action taken since last Panel

The key statements and the core aims of the
role including 'make real changes' and make
campaigns easier and significant even during
unexpectedly continuous pandemic situation.

Continue and extend to make them highly
related to main themes of the Spring
Elections and promote them.
Other actions including meetings and
projects above.
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